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Some Further Remarks on the Old Harari Kitab alfarayid

by GIORGIO BANTI*

* This paper is the result of work that stretched over several years. A preliminary version of it was dis- 
cussed at a workshop on manuscriptology held in Copenhagen in October 2007. The author is grateful to all 
those who, in different ways, helped and encouraged him to work on these topics. In particular, and in alpha- 
betical order: Abdalla Sharif, Abdulhamid Ahmed, my daughter Caterina Marianna Banti, Alessandro Bausi, 
Michele Bernardini, Giovanni Canova, Fabio Carboni, Demmeke Berhane, Abraham Johannes Drewes, Sara 
Fani, Hartmut-Ortwin Feistel, Alessandro Gori, Gianfrancesco Lusini, Muna Abubaker, Michele Petrone, Lan
franco Ricci, Adriano Rossi, Valentina Sagaria, Harry Stroomer, Simone Tarsitani, Roberto Tottoli, Siegbert 
Uhlig, Rainer Voigt, Ewald Wagner. The Islam in the Horn of Africa (IslHornAfr) project (http://www.islhor- 
nafr.eu), funded by the European Research Council for 2013-2018, and headed by prof. Alessandro Gori at 
the University of Copenhagen deserves a special mention here: without their friendly help many of the data 
that have been used for this paper would have been difficult to obtain. Obviously, any mistakes are only due 
to the present author.

1 Sic! All the manuscripts of this text use plain yä' in this word, never hamza calâ kursi.
2 As shown in Banti (2005: 75 f.; 2010: 156 f.), this is the poem that has been published as Text B by 

Wagner (1983: 53-216), who was not aware of Cerulli's manuscript in the Vatican Library, nor that the Italian 
scholar had called it the Canzone dei Quattro Califfi. For further data on this poem and some of its witnesses 
see Wagner (1997: 22 ff.).

Il contributo passa brevemente in rassegna la storia degli studi sul Kitäb alfaräyid (KF) hararino 
antico, a partire dall'edizione fattane da Enrico Cerulli nel 1936, concentrandosi su cinque aspetti 
principali. (i.) Le tre diverse attribuzioni e la testimonianza di alcuni manoscritti indicano che si 
tratta di un'opera formata dall'unione di tre diversi opuscoli tutti chiamati con lo stesso nome, che 
venivano copiati insieme e che alla fine vennero percepiti come un unico testo lasciando al massimo 
una sola attribuzione. (ii.) La definizione dei confini e delle giunzioni tra i tre diversi opuscoli. 
(iii.) La presentazione dei ventun testimoni attualmente noti del KF. (iv.) Le datazioni presenti in 
alcuni dei manoscritti, e (v.) i glottonimi che compaiono negli incipit, explicit, o colofoni di diversi 
testimoni dell'opera.

While he was in Ethiopia, Enrico Cerulli visited the city of Harar many times, where 
he met several local learned people. Among different manuscripts he was shown, some 
were copied for him, in some instances in an abridged form. Other ones he instead man- 
aged to acquire, such as one that contained a long prose text in Old Harari known as the 
Kitäb alfaräyid (KF).1 It is followed by a long poem of more than 500 lines known as 
(zi-)harat Halifäc qasîda, in Italian Canzone dei Quattro Califfi, or as zikri of 
cAbdalmalik,2 and another poem most of whose lines begin with Subhäna Alläh “God 
be praised!.” The KF was and still is quite prominent in the literary tradition of Harar, 
and local people used to read it on important ceremonies such as those that take place 
during the nights of the holy month of Ramadan. Its Old Harari language is quite different 
from present day Harari, and the adaptation of the Arabic script to Harari, i.e., Harari 
Ajami now differs in several features from the orthography of the KF, as shown by the 
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present author (Banti 2005). Cerulli was helped by “un dotto hararino,” i.e., a Harari sa
vant or learned man in reading and translating it, and published it in the third part of 
Cerulli (1936: 282 ff.), with:

a. a short introduction, and an extremely brief description of the manuscript (pp. 282-283),
b. a transcription of the Ajami text (pp. 284-303),
c. its Roman transliteration (pp. 304-319),
d. its translation into Italian (pp. 320-343),
e. a chapter on its orthography and its “fonetica” (pp. 344-351),
f. nine chapters on its grammar (pp. 352-405),
g. a glossary of its language (pp. 406-437).
h. two final chapters on the relationship between Old and modern Harari, and some 

other historical issues (pp. 438-442).
i. an Italian index of Old and modern Harari, containing entries such as, e.g., “ripostiglio 

m. alawada, taqiet; a. mahlân” (p. 457), where “m.” stands for moderno, and “a.” 
for antico, i.e., “old.”

The Italian scholar managed thus to prepare an extremely rich edition of the KF on 
the basis of this single witness, extracting from it a wealth of data that he made available 
to the interested researchers. While looking for other manuscripts in the Cerulli Etiopici 
collection of the Vatican Library in Rome, the present author came across this manuscript 
by chance. It now bears the signature CE 325;3 as written by Cerulli (1936: 282), it has 
34 folios, and includes the KF from folios 1v to 17v. Yet he also pointed out that curio
samente, i.e., puzzlingly the colophon is on f. 7r, i.e., neither at the text's beginning nor 
at its end, but a little before the middle of it. Indeed f. 1v begins with a basmala, as shown 
in (1.a); later on, line 12 of f. 7r ends with a red and black ha'-sign (û, an inverted heart) 
that marks a major break. The following lines are shown in (1.b). Notice that l. 15 is a 
new basmala, which appears to mark the beginning of a different part that in this manu
script goes on till f. 17v, where the line 20 ends with a black ha'-sign, followed by a 
shorter explicit in Arabic, shown in (1.d).

3 This witness will be called C here, following a convention proposed by Wagner (1989: 389).
4 The three parts of the KF will be called here KF1, KF2 and KF3, a convention introduced by Fani (2018: 

91) in an important article about this text. Her paper was prepared and published within the framework of 
the above mentioned IslHornAfr project.

5 Notice that Cerulli (1936: 296, 314) misread the Old Harari word as 'abzihôt, with a non-frequentative 
a-causative stem of the same root. Witness D will be discussed in the next pages.

One should however point out that there is another red and black ha'-sign at the end 
of f. 14r l. 18, in a position that will later be seen to mark the text boundary between the 
end of the second part and the beginning of the third part of the KF in manuscript IES 
256, i.e., witness D.4 Three lines (l. 15) above this, after an inverted red comma that marks 
the end of a verse or section, one reads Allahumma salii calâ / 'abzazhôt “saying very 
frequently “God bless ...,” followed by another red inverted comma. This is exactly the 
reading one finds, e.g., in the above-mentioned manuscript D f. 7r. l. 13. On the left hand 
of the same leaf, written vertically more or less from the left end of l. 18, one reads the 
same explicit of f. 7r, as shown in (1.c). This is misrepresented by Cerulli, who inserted 
the full formula of the explicit without wasallim before the final Old Harari infinitive: 
Allahumma salli calâ sayyidina Muhammad wacalâ 'al Muhammad 'abzihôt (pp. 296, 
l. 22 f.; 314, l. 14).5 Even though there is no tammat ‘it ended' here, the ha'-sign and the 
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full Allahumma blessing on the left margin appear to mark a major break in the text here. 
It will be seen that this is marked in D more explicitly.

(1.) a. (C f. 1v, l. 1) bismi Allahi alrahmatni alrahïm
“In the name of God, the Beneficent, the Merciful.”

b. (C f. 7r, horizontal l. 13) tammat Kitab alfarayid bikalam alHabas 'ahragahu 
faqïh Tayyib alWanagîalSadrï/ (on the left margin of the sheet) Allahumma salli 
wasallim calâ sayyidina Muhammad wacalâ 'al Muhammad / (horizontal l. 14) 
nafacana Allahu bihim amïn / (horizontal l. 15) bismi Allahi alrahmani alrahïm 
wabihi nastacïn
“The Kitab alfarayid in the language of the Abyssinians ended. It has been 
made by the faqïh Tayyib alWanagî6 alSadrî / God, bless and bring peace upon 
our lord Mohammed and on Mohammed's family / May God help us through 
them.7 Amen. / In the name of God, the Beneficent, the Merciful, Him we ask 
for help.”

6 Spelt with gïm, which can be read both as palatal g and as velar g in the orthography of the KF. Cerulli 
opted for al-Wanagï in order to connect it to the name of the stirpe Wanaga, a lineage of probably Gafat origin, 
which dominated the Oromo tribe of the Leeqaa Qellem at the beginning of the 20th century (Cerulli 1936: 
283). Wanag means “lion,” “hero” in both Old and modern Harari.

7 Here and in other explicits and colophons the plural pronoun -him is used instead of the singular pronoun 
-hi for marking regard and respect.

8 One has to point out that these are not the only points where Cerulli's 1936 edition diverges from what 
one actually reads in his manuscript. In some cases there are even differences between his transcription of 
the Ajami text and its Roman transliteration, e.g., C f. 2v l. 12 is correctly transcribed as 'im barakat le ‘from 
benediction' — y- A1, p. 285 l. 14), but wrongly transliterated as im rahmat-le ‘from mercy' (p. 305 l. 13). 
In some cases, however, Cerulli explicitly states that his learned Harari informant provided integrations or 
different readings, cf. p. 305 note 1, p. 306 note 1, p. 324 note 2, etc.

9 These two witnesses will be referred to as A and B respectively here, following the convention of Wagner 
(1989: 390).

c. (C f. 14r, on the left margin of the sheet) Allahumma salli wasallimi (sic!) calâ 
sayyidina Muhammad wacalâ 'al Muhammad
“God, bless and bring peace upon our lord Mohammed and on Mohammed's 
family.”

d. (C f. 17v, l. 20) tammat bihamd Allah tacalâ wamannihi wakaramihi / wahusn 
tawfïqihi walhamdu liLlahi Rabbi alcalamïna
“It ended with the praise of the Sublime God, His blessing, His generosity / and 
the excellence of His assistance. Praise be to God the Lord of the worlds!”

Notice that the actual reading of this manuscript's explicit differs in Cerulli (1936: 
303, 319, 343): bihamd Allah is read as alhamdu liLlahi, wamannihi is omitted, and the 
series of verbal nouns is understood as a series of 3M.SG. verbal forms.8

More than 50 years later Ewald Wagner published a short paper (Wagner 1989) on 
two further witnesses of the KF, which he had acquired in Harar in 1972, and afterwards 
donated to the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, where they received the signature Hs. or. 10455 
and 10456.9 These two manuscripts are described in detail in Wagner (1989: 390; 1997: 
118 f.). He did not know about manuscript CE 325, and could only compare them with 
Cerulli's edition of it. Manuscript B lost one or two folios at its end, because its last folio 
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finishes with a numerical saying about the four 'Arkän “pillars” of the Sharia10 11 that is found 
in C f. 16v ll. 11-14, and in A f. 17a ll. 10-12. In Cerulli (1936) it can be found on p. 302 ll. 
4-6, and is followed by 31 printed lines, including the Arabic explicit. Instead, both C and 
A appear to be complete witnesses. Obviously there are several textual variants, but Wagner 
(1989: 392) pointed out that there are no significant sections of several lines that occur in 
his two manuscripts but are absent in C nor, conversely, significant sections that a present 
in C but not in his two witnesses, if one disregards the lost final leaf (or leaves) in B.

10 Even though B has 'ihkäm “exact performances” here, C, A and other witnesses have 'arkän “pillars,” 
which seems more appropriate because this numerical saying mentions the nass “legal injunction,” the hadît 
“tradition,” the qiyäs “deductive analogy,” and the 'igmäc “consensus.”

11 No further information about this author. Wagner (1989: 391 n. 5) suggests that the nisba al-cAräsi is 
etymologically connected to the Ethiopia word for “farmer,” which preserves its initial h- in Harari haräsi, 
but loses it or develops it into a glottal stop in most other southern Ethiosemitic languages. If his suggestion 
is right, this author's name is not a Harari name, and his family may have had a non-Harari origin.

Wagner's A begins directly with the first words of KF1, without the basmala as incipit, 
but on leaf 7v one finds two attributions rather that a single one as in C. This is shown 
in (2.a). The verb tammat “it ended,” the double attribution with the same names that are 
found also in other witnesses of the KF, and the following basmala as incipit of the second 
part, were interpreted by Wagner as an indication that originally there must have been 
two booklets written by these two different authors. Both of these two booklets were 
called Kitäb alfaräyid and were copied together, one after the other, but in C the copyist 
dropped the first of the two ascriptions. In B, instead, none of the two ascriptions occurs, 
and the only thing that separates KF1 from the following part on f. 8r are three dots, as 
a separation marker, and the formula Allähumma salli wasallim calâ sayyidinä Muhammad 
wacalâ 'äl Muhammad, which occurs also in C here. This is thus the final stage, where 
there is almost no trace left of the original separation between these booklets.

(2.) a. (A f. 7v, l. 1) tammat Kitäb alfaräyid bikaläm alHabas 'ahragahu / 'aw cAbd 
alRahmän al'Aräsi nafacanä Allähu bihim amîn. Hädihi (sic!) Kitäb alfaräyid/ 
bikaläm alHabas 'ahragahu faqîh Tayyib alWanägîalSadrînafacanä Allähu bihi 
amîn / bismi Allähi alrahmäni alrahîm
“The Kitäb alfaräyid in the language of the Abyssinians ended. It has been made 
/ by 'aw cAbdarrahmän aFAräsi,11 may God help us through them, amen. This 
is the Kitäb alfaräyid / in the language of the Abyssinians. It has been made by 
the faqîh Tayyib alWanägi alSadn, may God help us through him. / In the name 
of God, the Beneficent, the Merciful...”

b. (A f. 18v, l. 2) tammat Kitäb alfaräyid wahatmuhu /fi fadl alzakäh bihamdAlläh 
/ tacälä wamannihi wakaramihi / wahusn tawfiqihi / walhamdu liLlähi / Rabbi 
/ aTälamma
“The Kitäb alfaräyid ended, and its duty / as a merit of zakat, with the praise 
of the Sublime God, / His blessing, His generosity / and the excellence of His 
assistance. / Praise be to God / the Lord / of the worlds!”

Nothing separates KF2 and KF3 in A on f. 12v: one only finds the already mentioned 
Allähumma-blessing written in red ink, which however also occurs elsewhere in this wit- 
ness. At the end of the text, on f. 18v, after the final words of KF3 one finds the explicit 
shown in (2.b), neatly arranged in an inverted triangle with decorated red margins. The 
words hatmuhu  fî fadl alzakäh may imply that this manuscript was copied in order to per-
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form the religious duty of alms-giving for the poorer members of the copyist's religious 
group, a practice that was still alive in Harar fifteen years ago.

Wagner (1989: 392 note 8) points out that in several Harari manuscripts with a text 
called Kitäb alfaräyid also a third name is mentioned as its author: (bin) cAbdalläh cUmar 
bin Gibnl (~ Gibräyil) al'Awsäm alSahitï. He therefore supposes:

Es mag sein, daß es noch andere Werke dieses Titels gab. . Vielleicht war K. al-Fara'id 
also ein allgemeiner Titel für durch Zusammenstellung (ihräg) zustandegekommene Werke.

Indeed, witnesses of the KF such as Z, found in ms. ASH 118,12 on the one hand dis
play a double ascription to the same two authors as A at the junction between KF1 and 
KF2, as shown in (3.a). On the other hand, at the end of the whole text there is a complex 
colophon that mentions this third author, as shown in (3.b). This colophon occurs after 
the same final words as A, B and C, and a comparison of the preceding parts of KF1, KF2 
and KF3 with the other two witnesses shows that it is not a different text as supposed by 
Wagner in the above quotation. Also in Z, on f. 91v l. 4, the end of KF2 is marked just 
by a black ha'-sign, a somewhat wider space before the new line with the beginning of 
KF3, and the above-seen Allahumma-blessing written vertically on the left margin.

12 This is the signature used in the database of the above mentioned IslHornAfr project. This manuscript 
is part of Abdallah Sharif's collection in Harar, where it had the signature 060 5-13-5 in 2004. Since the huge 
IslHornAfr database has now become a standard reference for the study of the Islamic manuscript traditions 
from the Horn of Africa, its shorter signatures have been adopted here. This witness will be referred to as Z 
here, following the convention adopted in Banti (2005: 82).

(3.) a. (Z f. 87r, l. 16, in red ink, but with cAbd alRahman overwritten also in black ink; 
the first and last words have become unreadable) . hädä Kitäb alfaräyid 
bikaläm alHabas 'ahragahu 'aw cAbd alRahmän alcAräsi nafacanä Allähu bihim 
... / (l. 17) tammat (only the line of tä' + mim + tä' without the dots over the 
two tä's, in black and red ink) / (l. 18, in black ink) hädäKitäbalfaräyidbikaläm 
alHabas 'ahragahu faqih Tayyib alWanägi alSadrî nafacanä Allähu bihi amin 
/ (l. 19, in black ink) bismi Allähi alrahmäni alrahim
“. This is the Kitäb alfaräyid in the language of the Abyssinians. It has been 
made by 'aw cAbdarrahmän alcArâsï, may God help us through them ... / It 
ended. / This is the Kitäb alfaräyid / in the language of the Abyssinians. It has 
been made by the faqih Tayyib alWanâgï alSadn, may God help us through them. 
/ In the name of God, the Beneficent, the Merciful.”

b. (Z f. 94v, l. 16, horizontally in smaller letters at the end of the line) Allähumma 
salli calâ Muhammad ... / (l. 17, preceded and followed by a hä'-sign and three 
dots) tammat bihamdi Alläh tacälä wamannihi wafadlihi wakaramihi 'amin Rabb 
alcälamin / (l. 18, in larger letters) wasallâ Allähu calâ sayyidinä Muhammad 
wacalâ 'älihi wasahbihi wasallim tasliman / (l. 19) hädä Kitäb alfaräyid bikaläm 
alHabas 'ahragahu bin cAbdAlläh cUmar bin Gibräyil al'Awsäm alSähiti radiya 
Allähu canhu / (diagonally upside down on the left margin, between lines 18 
and 17) bikaläm alcArab
“Oh God, bless Mohammed . / It ended with the praise of the Sublime God, 
His blessing, His grace, and His generosity, amen. The Lord of the worlds. / And 
may God bless our Lord Mohammed, his family and his Companions, may He 
indeed grant them salvation. / This is the Kitäb alfaräyid in the language of the 
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Abyssinians. It has been made by the son of cAbdallah cUmar bin Gibrayil 
al'Awsâm alSâhitî, may God be pleased with him / in the language of the Arabs.”

The puzzling phrase bikalam alcArab “in the language of the Arabs” added, seemingly 
by the same hand, on the left margin will be addressed later, because it occurs also in 
the colophon of another witness of the KF.

The reason for the mention of a third person as author of the KF at the end of Z would 
be unclear, were it not for D, an old leather-bound manuscript of the KF now in the library 
of the Institute of Ethiopian Studies in Addis Ababa with the signature IES 256. This is a 
complete witness, which starts with the basmala on f. 1v, displays the two ascriptions at the 
junction between the KF1 and KF2 on f. 4r as shown in (4.a), and a final colophon on f. 10v 
with the ascription to the third author shown in (4.c). But on f. 7r the junction between KF2 
and KF3 is marked by a basmala on a separate line. In addition to this, as shown in (4.b), a 
hand that seems to be the same that copied the whole manuscript added a second attribution 
to the third author in slightly smaller characters, and partially on the left margin of the leaf: 
(4.) a. (D f. 4r, l. 20, after the last word of the first part of the KF) tammat / (l. 21) tam- 

mat Kitab alfarayid bikalam alHabas ahragahu 'aw cAbd alRahman alcArasï 
nafacana Allahu bihim amïn / (l. 22, a black irregular horizontal stroke that could 
be another tammat “it ended” without the dots over the two ta's) / (l. 23) 
wa’aydan hada Kitab alfarayid bikalam Harar1 'ahragahu faqïh Tayyib 
alWanagî alSadrï rahmat Allah calayhi / (l. 24) bismi Allahi alrahmâni alrahïm 
/ (vertically on the left margin between l. 25 and l. 15) Allahumma salli wasallim 
calâ sayyidina Muhammad wacalâ 'al Muhammad
“It ended. / The Kitab alfarayid in the language of the Abyssinians ended.'Aw 
cAbdarrahmân alcArâsî made it, may God help us through them, amen. / (It 
ended.) / And furthermore, this is the Kitab alfarayid in the language of Harar. 
The faqïh Tayyib alWanagî alSadrî made it, may God have mercy upon him. / 
In the name of God, the Beneficent, the Merciful. / Oh God, bless our Lord Mo
hammed, and Mohammed's family!”

b. (D f. 7r, l. 15, after the last words of the second part of the KF) tammat / (same 
l. 15, but after a ha'-sign and in smaller characters, finishing vertically along the 
left margin) hada Kitab alfarayid bikalam Harar 'ahragahu bin cAbd Allah 
cUmar bin Gibrïlal’Awsûm alSahitïrahmatAllah calayhi (?) / (l. 16) bismi Allahi 
alrahmani alrahïm / (vertically along the left margin from l. 17 till the bottom 
of the leaf) Allahumma salli wasallim calâ sayyidina Muhammad wacalâ 'al 
Muhammad
“It ended. / This is the Kitab alfarayid in the language of Harar. The son of 
cAbdallah cUmar bin Gibrîl al'Awsâm alSâhitî has made it, may God have mercy 
upon him. / In the name of God, the Beneficent, the Merciful. / Oh God, bless 
our Lord Mohammed, and Mohammed's family!”

c. (D f. 10v, l. 17, after the last words of the third part of the KF) tammat bihamd 
/ (l. 18) Allah tacalâ wamannihi wafadlahu (sic!) wakaramahu (sic!) walhamdu 
liLlahi Rabbi alcalamïn. 'Amïn / (l. 19) wasallï (sic!) calâ sayyidina Muhammad 
wa'alihi wasahbihi wasalima (sic!) taslïman katïran kabïran dayiman / (l. 20)

13 Notice that the three times the phrase bikalam Harar occurs in this witness it appears that the word 
alHabas of the original phrase has been erased and replaced by Harar. The initial'alif of the article is still 
clearly visible on ff. 4r and 10v.
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hädä Kitäb alfaräyid bikaläm Harar 'ahragahu bin cAbd Alläh cUmar bin 
Gibräyil / (l. 21) al'Awsäm alSâhitïradiya Allähu canhu
“It ended with the praise / of the Sublime God, His blessing, His grace, and His 
generosity. And praise be to God, the Lord of the worlds. Amen. / And may God 
bless our Lord Mohammed, his family and his Companions, may He indeed 
grant them always a great and immense salvation. / This is the Kitäb alfaräyid 
in the language of Harar. The son of cAbdalläh cUmar bin Gibräyil al'Awsäm 
alSähiti has made it, may God be pleased with him.”

It appears thus that there were not two, but three booklets that were known as Kitäb 
alfaräyid, written by three different authors: 'aw cAbdarrahmän alcAräsi, the faqîh Tayyib 
alWanägi alSadri, and (the son of) cAbdalläh cUmar bin Gibril al'Awsäm alSähiti. They 
came to be copied one after the other in single multiple-text manuscripts like D, with the 
ascriptions of the first and second booklet following one upon the other at the junction 
between the two, while the ascription of the third occurred at its end, as attested by Z, D, 
X and a few other witnesses.14 Yet the perception of their being three different texts persisted 
among some people, as shown by D, where the copyist felt it necessary to repeat the ascrip- 
tion before the basmala that marked the beginning of KF3, just like the ascription of KF2 
that occurred immediately before its initial basmala. That the KF was originally a multiple 
text that came to be transmitted as a single work and is now perceived by Hararis as a 
single booklet has already been pointed out by the present author in Banti (2010: 168 f.). 
One should point out, however, that a few manuscripts attest how the KF1 could be copied 
also as a self-standing text, like H (= IES 265) and N (= CR 75 in the Biblioteca Nazionale 
dei Lincei), which appear to be relatively late witnesses; one of them, i.e., N was expressly 
copied at the request of a foreign scholar. The composite nature of the KF has been ac- 
knowledged by the already-mentioned IslHornAfr project, where its three parts have been 
entered separately as Kitäb al-farä'idli-l-‘Aräsl,Kitäb al-farä'idli-l-Wanäglal-Sadrî, and 
Kitäb al-farä'idli-l-Awsäm al-Sähitl. Fani (2018: 90) highlights how “the case of the Kitäb 
al-farä’id was particularly challenging when trying to describe it in a database that has to 
account for textual and material evidence, as the work as we know it is actually a com
bination of different (three, in fact) textual entities not easily identifiable in manuscripts.”

14 For a different multi-text collection in the tradition of Harar see Gori (2019).
15 All the examples in (5), (6) and (7) are reproduced here as they occur in D. Notice that Harari Ajami 

is mostly written with irregularly marked taskîl, i.e., the additional short vowel marks, the indication of con
sonant gemination etc. Some combinations of these diacritics cannot be reproduced on a normal computer, 
and a faithful representation would require a calligrapher, like Wagner (1983) did. The present author has tried 
to retain them, but notice that when a consonant in D has both a sadda and a kasra the latter always occurs 
beneath the consonant in the manuscripts, and that the Alläh is never written with a dagger alif above the 
sadda: if a vowel sign is present, it is only a fatha. Interestingly, the tanwîn of the kasra is frequently used 
for representing the enclitic copula -in, as an alternative for writing a full nün. Vowel length in Old Harari 
words is marked here only when there are matres lectionis in the manuscript. Since their use was not regular

The contents of the three KF's has been characterized very briefly by Cerulli (1936: 
283), Wagner (1989: 390 f.; 1997: 6, 119), Banti (2010: 168 f.), and Fani (2018: 90 f.). A 
more detailed analysis of it is Abdulhamid (2015), a MA thesis discussed at the University 
of Addis Ababa. Cerulli (19683: 132) and Ricci also point out the peculiar style of a “sistema 
dialogico di domanda e risposta (ben noto, parallelamente, alla letteratura cristiana d'Etio
pia da antico, . , eredità, diretta ed indiretta, delle spraTanoKpiosiç dei copti)” (Ricci 
1969: 896). KF1 begins with a numerical saying about fasting (Harari söman) based upon 
the number 10. Its first two sentences can be seen in (5.a), as they occur in D.15 It goes 
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on with other numerical sayings based upon 5, 2, 6, 3, or 4. Sometimes they are embedded 
one into the other, or placed side by side as its final numerical saying based upon 3 + 3 
+ 3 about the three things with which to persuade God, the three for which he must be 
feared, and the three for which one must worship him, which has been published also in 
Banti (2010: 169 f.). Its last subsection is reproduced here in (5.c). Some numerical say- 
ings deal with religious issues like these two, while other ones deal with more general 
wisdom, such as the saying based upon 4 in (5.b):

(5.) a. (D f. 1v l. 4)

Sôman yubü' gir, timistin häl yubô’? tacassirän häl yubô ’
“When (the month of) fasting comes in, in how many ways does it come in? It 
comes in in ten ways.”

b. (D f. 2r ll. 4-5)
6 CÙaxj Cùjjù j ( (jjôL Jjâjj t ùt-^5 j 6

Hafatil däyim ’ëlâ: zikidbana wadägi, zibahil balacu, zidinat gë nicmat, zidäna cäya 
“Four things don't have eternity: the liar's friend, the miser's feast, this world's 
wealth, a cloud's shade.”

c. (D f. 4r ll. 19-20)

'Ahatta nugda yigabci bahu gir, 'idöcä 'abôc “min näs?” tiluma titheragähuwä, 
gammic mahlüq 'iw, / 'imal hirgi 'irazqibäzäh qudra 'ebe, 'atmamtun, Allähu bäya 
“God said ‘When one guest arrives to your home, wife and husband ask each 
other's advice saying ‘what shall we do?' Worship me for my power with which 
I feed all creatures without asking anybody's advice!'

The content of KF2 is described by Fani (2018: 90 f.) as falling “into the genre of 
religious teaching, containing a catechism-like text, structured in a question and answer 
alternation, in which the articles of faith are first given in Arabic and then explained in 
Harari.” A few pages later, she adds that it “deals primarily with 'aqîda (creed) and general 
Islamic dogmas and beliefs (for example the eschatological ones).” For instance, the 
meaning of “God” is explained as shown in (6.b) below. The beginning of KF2 is about 
what must be done for obtaining Paradise and avoiding Hell. Its first sentence is repro- 
duced below in (6.a). However, the final part of KF2 consists in a new sequence of nu- 
merical sayings based upon 4, 7, 8 and 10 and dealing with different creeds and beliefs 
of Islam. It finishes with the numerical saying shown in (6.c):

(6.) a. (D f. 4r l. 25)

(dannatine! yirahubbo, 'im 'isätuhyisaltubo, 'Allähu hädü 'agdirotma, za'Allähu 
lälu 'anäh bälöt

in Old Harari orthography, the same word may be transliterated with and without a long vowel here, like 
gammic and gammic “all,” which both probably represented /^am:iî/ or /^am:i?/ (modern Harari gammi'). 
For further details on the Ajami orthography in the KF like the use of for representing both s and some in
stances of c, or of ù for both alveolar n and palatal n, see Banti (2005) as already mentioned above.
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“That through which they obtain Paradise and escape the Fire is honouring your 
God and saying ‘I am (under) God's protection.'”

b. (D f. 4v ll. 7-9)

'Allahu baytac min baytin? / 'isahi gir, gammic yihalqi, gammic yirazqi, yamuti 
zala gammic yamüt, yahwi zala gammic yathïw, / cibadat zöh, bigammïc 'awgib 
zihana la bay tin
“If you ask ‘what is (the meaning of) saying the word God,' it('s meaning) is 
saying who creates all, who nourishes all, who causes all that must die to die, 
who causes all that must live to live, whose worship is a duty for all.”

c. (D f. 7r ll. 13-15)

Zigaz'i hadiyat harcatin, saqi / sa'an balöt, wiris be tahattar balöt, fï sabïli 
Allahi gihad 'unöt, gammic mahlüq / le hayri hisöt
“The gifts of Reward are four: saying ‘perform good deeds!,' saying ‘avoid evil!,' 
striving in the path of God, wishing good for all creatures.”

Finally, KF3 begins listing the five pillars of Islam, which it however calls fardi 
“duties,” as shown in (7.a). It then goes on with a series of simple and more complex 
numerical sayings based upon 2, 3, 7, 5 and even higher numbers such as 17 (the duties 
of prayer) or 25 (the duties that are included in the five basic firdi's of Islam). The nu- 
merical sayings in KF3 deal with religious issues and, especially, with fiqh “Islamic ju
risprudence,” such as the already mentioned four pillars of the Sharia, which kind of 
water is more appropriate for ritual ablutions, and so on. It finishes with three numerical 
sayings about niyat “intention,” shown in (7.b):

(7.) a. (D f. 7r ll. 17-18)

'Awwal gir 'islam be zaradö fardi 'ah müstin? hammistin. 'Awwal gir, sahada, 
<sal>16 / salat, söman, zakka, yilahazi had haggi huröt
“First of all, how many are the duties He has established with Islam? They are 
five. Firstly the sahada (‘the testimony'), prayer, fasting, alms giving, going to 
the Hajj (‘the pilgrimage') when it is possible for you.”

b. (D f. 10v ll. 14-17)

Niyat yatïsa harcatin: 'islam hunöt, caqil / hunöt, balig hunöt, niyat 'artaybe 
niyat 'üsöt. Ziniyat hukmi sïstin: / sunna 'artay, fardi 'artay, ziniyat 'artay be 
sifat zö usöt. Ziniyat / 'artay kocotin: miya, 'ig kaffi kaltidabala be niyat üsöt

16 In this witness, the copyist wrongly started to write the first two letters of “prayer” at the end 
of l. 17, but didn't erase them when he repeated the full word on line 18.
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“What makes intention firm is four: being a Muslim, being mentally sane, being 
an adult, performing intention in the place of intention. The provisions of the 
intention are three: a place that is sunna, a place that is duty, acting (according 
to) its quality in the place of intention. The places of intention are two: performing 
(according to) the intention while one joins water and the palm of the hand.”

It is important to notice that all the witnesses of the KF that preserve the last leaf of 
KF3 end in this way, with an incomplete numerical saying where only one of the two zi- 
niyat 'artäy “places of intention” is mentioned. It is thus likely that all the witnesses of 
the KF originate from a manuscript whose final part was missing.

What follows is a brief survey of all the known witnesses of the KF. The first three 
and the last three, in alphabetical order, are those that had already been assigned an iden- 
tifying letter by Wagner (1986) and the present author (Banti 2010). The other ones have 
been assigned an identifying letter in this paper for the first time:

A = Hs. or. 10455, Staatsbibliothek in Berlin. Folio 1r with the end of another work 
in Arabic shows that the manuscript originally included several texts. As men- 
tioned above, it was acquired in Harar in 1972 by Ewald Wagner, who described 
it in Wagner (1989: 390; 1997: 6 f., 118 f.) and named it witness A. It is a complete 
witness of the KF. The colophon of the Arabic work on f. 1r begins with tammat 
Kitäb almubärak, bihamdiAlläh, (...) algumca fîsahrDîalQacda sanat 1180 min 
alhigra alnabawiyya “the blessed book ended, with the praise of God (.) on Fri- 
day in the month Dü al-Qacda of the year 1180 after the Prophet's Hijra” (= April 
1767). Because of its wording, Wagner (1989: 390) suggest that this is probably 
not the date when the copyist finished transcribing that text, but the date of its 
composition. He thus suggests that this witness was copied several decades later, 
in the 19th century. KF1: f. 1v l. 2 - f. 7v l. 1. KF2: f. 7v l. 5 - f. 12v l. 7. KF3: 
f. 12v l. 9 - f. 18v l. 1. 1 2 3

B = Hs. or. 10456, Staatsbibliothek in Berlin. Undated incomplete witness of the KF, 
with one or two folios lost at the end of KF3. As mentioned above, it was acquired 
in Harar in 1972 by Ewald Wagner, who described it in Wagner (1989: 390; 1997: 
7, 119 f.) and called it witness B. KF1: f. 1r l. 4 - f. 8r l. 9. KF2: f. 8r l. 10 - f. 15r 
l. 12. KF3: f. 15r l. 13 - f. 21v l. 3 (corresponding to p. 302 l. 6 in Cerulli's edition).

C = CE 325, Vatican Library in Rome. Undated multi-text manuscript that contains the 
complete KF and other two works, as already mentioned above. Cerulli (1936: 282 
note 2) described it as “manoscritto cartaceo epoca, imprecisata, cm. 22,5*16,5,  
fogli 34.” It includes at its beginning a handwritten Italian index that, after “f 34 
sec XVII,” lists: “f. 1r Formula magica contro i ladri (in arabo); f. 1v Il libro dei 
Doveri (Kitäb al-farä'id), in lingua harari; f. 18r La Canzone dei Quattro Califfi 
(in lingua Harari); f. 32r Osanna a Dio, poema in lingua harari.” As mentioned 
above, this is the witness used by Cerulli for his diplomatic edition. KF1: f. 1v l. 1 - 
f. 7r l. 12. KF2: f. 7r l. 16 - f. 12r l. 18. KF3: f. 12r l. 19 - f. 17v l. 20. 1

D = IES 256, Addis Ababa. Undated complete witness of the three parts of the KF. It 
doesn't include other works. Described by Gori (2014: 1), who regards it as being 
from the 19th century. Fani (2018: 92 f.) discussed the distribution of its three ascrip- 
tions. Because of its calligraphic style, its general conditions, and of its orthography 
that lacks any additional letters for Harari sounds that are not present in Arabic,
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such as c, ejective c and n, the present author regards it as being probably older than 
what Gori suggested. KF1: f. 1v l. 1 - f. 4r l. 20. KF2: f. 4r l. 24 - f. 7r l. 15. KF3: 
f. 7r l. 17 - f. 10v l. 17. 1 2 3

E = unknown location. Multi-text manuscript brought to the attention of the present 
author by the late Abraham J. Drewes in 2001. It includes among other texts, the 
Canzone dei Quattro Califfi. He showed a photocopy with the last two pages of 
KF3, numbered in Eastern Arabic numbers 37 and 38 on their upper margins. Since 
p. 37 is a verso side, the numbering in the original must have started on a verso side. 
Drewes was not clear whether he had the original manuscript, or only a microfilm 
or photocopies of it, but when his library of manuscripts and microfilms from Harar 
was shown to Alessandro Gori and the present writer in Leiden in 2014 and 2016, 
it was not among what they saw. This witness is important because, after the last 
words of KF3 on p. 38 l. 8, and a short explicit with no ascription (tammat Kitab 
alfarayid / 'Allahumma salli calâ Muhammad wacalâ 'al Muhammad wasallim 
taslïman kabïran 'ilâ yawm aldïn “the Kitab alfarayid ended. God, bless Mohammed 
and grant (him) indeed salvation until the Day of Judgment”), somebody added two 
dated notes about the births of two sons of a mawlâ, as shown in Fig 1. The first 
one is: (p. 38 l. 10) Wawulida alwalad almubarak cAbd alcAzïz bin mawlana ... 
yawm algumca bacda alcasr, / altasic min sahr Rabïc al'ahar, 'alladï huwa min suhür 
sanat tamanïn bacda al'alf / min alHigra alnabawiyya calâ sahibiha 'afdal alsalah 
waltaslïm “and the blessed boy cAbd alcAzîz son of our mawlâ ... was born on 
Friday after the afternoon prayer, the 9th of the month Rabîc al'ahar, from the months 
of the year 80 after the 1000 (9th Rabîc al'ahar 1080 = 6th September, 1669) from 
the Prophet's Hijra, for its Companion, the best of the prayer and of salvation.” The 
second one is: (p. 38 l. 13) Wawulida alwalad almubarak cAbd alSalam bin mawlana 
. laylat al'amïn / waqt alsuhür alrabic casar, fï sahr Ramadan alladï huwa min 

suhür / sanat 'ihdâ watamânïn bacda al'alf min alHigra alnabawiyya calâ sahibiha 
/ 'afdal alsalah waltaslïm wacalâ 'al Muhammad wasallim calayha “and the blessed 
boy cAbd alSalam son of our mawlâ . was born at the time of the last meal before 
daybreak, the 14th of the month of Ramadan, from the months of the year 81 after 
the 1000 (14th Ramadan 1081 = 25th January, 1671) from the Prophet's Hijra, for 
its Companion, the best of the prayer and of salvation and for the family of Mo
hammed and their salvation.”

F1 = witness of the KF on ff. 19r - 29r. of IES 262, Addis Ababa. Multi-text manuscript, 
described by Gori (2014: 2 f.). As pointed out by him, the volume includes two in
complete copies of the KF. The first and last leaves of this witness are lost, but the 
junction between KF1 and KF2 is clearly marked on f. 20v, and that between KF2 
and KF3 occurs on f. 25v.

F2 = witness of the KF on ff. 30r - 44v of IES 262, Addis Ababa. Multi-text manuscript, 
described by Gori (2014: 2 f.). As pointed out above, this volume includes two in
complete copies of the KF. This second incomplete witness seems to be a more recent 
one, if one is to judge from its calligraphic style. It starts on f. 30r with one or two 
leaves missing, and has the junction between the KF1 and KF2 on f. 35v, neatly marked 
by a decorated colophon. The junction between KF2 and KF3 on f. 39v l. 16 is marked 
only by the fact that first words of KF3, 'Awwal gir 'islam be, are in black ink over- 
written with red ink. It finishes on f. 44v, with the final leaves of KF3 missing.
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Fig. 1 - Page 38 of E, with the notes on the births of cAbd alcAziz and cAbd alSaläm in 1080 H. 
and 1081 H. Photo Author.

G = IES 257, Addis Ababa. Old multi-text manuscript, decribed by Gori (2014: 1). The 
KF occurs on ff. 2r-4v: only the final part of the KF3, while the preceding portions 
are lost. On f. 69r, at the end of a witness of the Qasîda Witriyya there is a colophon 
with the date Ragab 1175 H. = January-February 1762 CE.
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H = IES 265, Addis Ababa. Recent incomplete witness of KF1 with no ascriptions. De- 
scribed by Gori (2014: 4). Vowels, sukün etc. are marked only on some leaves. At 
the end, there are a few leaves from another manuscript with a poetic text. KF1: 
f. 1v l. 2 - f. 7r l. 15. 1

I = IES 268, Addis Ababa. Incomplete witness of the KF, described by Gori (2014: 5). 
The first leaf or leaves of KF1 are missing. The junction between KF1 and KF2 is 
clearly marked on f. 13r, but without any of the two usual ascriptions. The beginning 
of KF3 is on f. 21r l. 9, and is separated from the end of the preceding part by the 
usual 'Allähumma-blessing in red ink. On f. 29v the end of KF3 is marked by a co
lophon with the ascription to its author.

J = IES 275, Addis Ababa. Recent multi-text manuscript with a complete witness of the 
KF on ff. 85r-104r, described by Gori (2014: 8). KF1 goes from f. 85r to f. 91v. Its 
ascription has been added vertically on the left margin of f. 85r. The second part 
ends at the bottom of f. 97v, and KF3 begins on the first line of f. 98r. On f. 101r 
l. 7 after a subsection about the Prophet's micräg (his night travel to Heaven), which 
occurs more or less in the middle of KF3 (on p. 300 l. 10 of Cerulli, 1936), the line 
continues in Arabic: wabihi (then on the left margin one finds) nastacinu wahuwa 
hasbi wanicma alwakil “and Him we ask for help. He is sufficient for me, and most 
excellent is the Protector!” On the following l. 8 there is the following ascription 
hädä 'ahragahu cAbd Alläh bin cUmar bin Gibräyil al'Awsäm alSähati rahmat Alläh 
calayhi wanafacanä / bibarakätihi wabarakät culümihim amin “this has been made 
by cAbd Allah bin cUmar bin Gibräyil al'Awsäm alSähati. May God's mercy be 
upon him, and may we avail ourselves of His blessings, and of the blessings of their 
knowledges, amen!” This is the only witness with the ascription to the author of 
the KF3 in this position. Line 9 begins with a basmala as if it were a new section, 
immediately followed on the same line by the subsection that occurs here in the 
other witnesses, and the text goes on until f. 104r, where after the final words of 
KF3 one reads tamma alFaräyid almuctaqadät “the firmly believed Duties 
(alFaräyid) ended,” with no final ascription.
On f. 91v l. 9, i.e., at the junction between KF1 and KF2, one reads after a red 
Allähumma formula hädä Kitäb alfaräyid bikaläm al<wzy> ( ) “this is
the Kitäb alfaräyid in the language of the <Wzy>,” which is quite puzzling.

K = IES 306, Addis Ababa. Recent manuscript probably written by the same hand as H 
(= IES 265). It includes the KF and the Mustafa by sheikh Häsim bin cAbd alcAziz, 
i.e., text A in Wagner (1983: 21-52; see also Banti 2010: 173 ff.). Copies of the second 
part of this manuscript were donated by Ewald Wagner to the Staatsbibliothek in 
Berlin, where they bear the signature Hs. or. sim. 5123. The manuscript has been de- 
scribed by Wagner (1983: 22; 1997: 20) and Gori (2014: 16). Fani (2018: 93 f.) dis- 
cusses the distribution of the three ascriptions in this witness, and the evidence that 
it was collated with at least another witness of the KF. KF1 begins on f. 1r, but has 
lost its first leaves, and finishes on f. 6r l. 2. After a red 'Allähumma blessing, KF2 
begins on l. 3 and ends on f. 10r l. 18. Its last word is followed by another red 
'Allähumma blessing, and KF3 begins on the following line. It finishes on f. 15r. As 
noted by Fani (2018: 93), a different hand added the names of the three known authors 
of the KF after the final explicit (wAllahu 'aclam tammat alFaräyid bikalam alHabas 
“and God is the wisest. The alFaräyid in the language of the Abyssinians ended”). 
Even though this is certainly a recent witness, it still includes some instances of velar 
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g spelt as , , rather than as £, like jS Jjl 'awwal gir “first of all” (lit. “the first time”) 
on f. 10r l. 19. Vowels, sukün etc. are marked only on some leaves.

L = IES 1954, Addis Ababa. Described by Gori (2014: 28). Collection of photocopies 
from different manuscripts. A copy that starts from its f. 76v has been donated by 
Ewald Wagner to the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin, where it bears the signature SBB 
Hs. or. sim. 5125. This copy is described by Wagner (1983: 22, 54; 1997: 20 ff.) 
and has been used by him for his edition of the Mustafâ and of the zikri of 
cAbdalmâlik (or Canzone dei Quattro Califfi), i.e., his texts A and B respectively. 
According to Wagner, the original of this manuscript, which starts on leaf 53r of 
IES 1954 and ends on its leaf 127v, was in the personal library of the late 
A.J. Drewes in Leiden, where it had the signature Ms. CDXXIX. However, when 
his library was shown to Alessandro Gori and the present writer in Leiden in 2014 
and 2016, they didn't see this manuscript nor a signature like this. The leaves of 
this manuscript are numbered on their bottoms with Western Arabic numbers from 
1 to 148. The KF occupies pp. 3 - 48, i.e., folios 2r - 24r of the original manuscript 
(= f. 54r - 76v in the bound collection of photocopies), with the final colophon oc- 
cupying also the first lines of f. 24v. Complete witness of the KF, with KF1 occu- 
pying f. 2r l. 2 - f. 10r l. 4. The two attributions are written partly on the horizontal 
lines 4 and 5, and partly on the left margin of f. 10r. KF2 begins on l. 8 and finishes 
on f. 16v l. 5, with only three dots marking the junction between it and KF3. The 
latter ends on f. 24r l. 13, and is immediately followed by an explicit formula: tammat 
bihamdi Allahi tacalâ mannihi wafadlihi wakaramihi ... / wasallâ Allahu calâ 
sayyidina Muhammad wacalâ 'alihi wasahbihi wasallim taslïman “it ended, with 
the praise of the Sublime God, finished with the praise of the Sublime God, His 
blessing, His grace, and His generosity . / May God bless our Lord Mohammed
and his family and his Companions, and may He indeed grant them salvation.” 
The colophon on the verso side of the same folio has been discussed by Wagner 
(1997: 21), and deserves to be mentioned here: (f. 24v, l. 1) hada Kitab alfarayid 
bikalam alHabas 'ahragahu bin cAbdAllah / cUmar bin Gibrayilal’Awsâm alSahitï 
radiya Allahu canhu / kitab yusammâ Kitab alfarayid bikalam alcArab wahatmuhu 
(probably for hatmuhu as in the already mentioned explicit of A) fï fadl / kitab 
alzakah bihamdi Allahi tacalâ mannihi wakaramihi wafadlihi / walhamdu liLlahi 
Rabbi / alcalamïn / 'amïn “this is the Kitab alfarayid in the language of the Abys- 
sinians. It has been made by the son of cAbd Allah / cUmar bin Gibrayil al'Awsâm 
alSâhitî, may God be pleased with him. / A book called Kitab alfarayid in the lan- 
guage of the Arabs. And its duty as a merit / of the book of zakah. With the praise 
of the Sublime God, His blessing, His generosity, His grace, / and praise be to God, 
the Lord / of the worlds! / Amen.” As already mentioned above in discussing A and 
example (2.b), hatmuhu fï fadl kitab alzakah is likely to refer to the practice of copy- 
ing manuscripts in order to perform the religious duty of alms-giving to the poorer 
members of the copyist's religious group. But the mention of “a book called Kitab 
alfarayid in the language of the Arabs” goes together with the above-seen phrase 
bikalam alcArab in the explicit of Z. Wagner (1997: 21) suggested that if one restores 
a min “from” before kitab yusammâ etc. this could imply “daß dem Text eine ara
bische Vorlage zugrunde lag,” i.e., that there was an original Arabic version of KF. 
This is also the only known witness of the KF where magic squares occur within 
the text: a bigger and a smaller one with letters and words (rather than numbers) 
on l. 7v, and a third one on l. 8r, i.e., two leaves before the end of KF1.
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M = Ash 41001-32, Harar, in the library of Abdalla Sharif. According to Abdulhamid 
Ahmed (personal communication), it was donated by his family recently, and this 
is why it was not seen by the IslHornAfr team. It is the witness he used for his thesis 
(Abdulhamid 2015), where he describes it as follows: yellow greyish paper, no 
watermarks visible, 18.5 cm*26  cm, 30 “leaves.” The KF witness in this manuscript 
is reproduced in his thesis on pp. 66-99. Seemingly, the manuscript contains also 
some other texts, because the KF occupies 13 folios written on their recto and verso 
sides, i.e., 26 sides, while the total number of leaves (or sides) indicated in the thesis 
is 30 (cf. Abdulhamid 2015: 10). At the junction between KF1 and KF2 there are 
the usual two ascriptions. Since there is no numeration on the folios of the manu
script, here they are referred to by indicating the pages in his thesis, adding however 
when they are recto and verso sides in the actual manuscript. KF1: (r) p. 66 l. 2 - 
(r) p. 76 l. 6. KF2: (r) p. 76 l. 10 - (r) p. 84 l. 16. Notice however that this is not the 
actual end of KF2, because it corresponds to p. 296 l. 20 in Cerulli's edition. The 
verso side of this folio and the recto of the following one are not reproduced in Ab- 
dulhamid's thesis, and the junction between KF2 and KF3 is thus missing. Page 85 
reproduces a verso side, and its first line corresponds to Cerulli (1936: 298 l. 5), a 
full printed page into KF3. This third part ends on (v) p. 90 l. 18.

N = CR 75, in the Biblioteca Nazionale dei Lincei, Rome. Described by Strelcyn (1976: 
197-198). A photocopy of it is in the IES library with the signature IES 2602, and 
is described by Gori (2014: 31). It is a manuscript that was copied by kabîr cUmar 
cAbdös in Harar for Robecchi Bricchetti at the end of the 19th century. An incomplete 
witness of KF1, which begins on f. 33v, and ends on f. 40r with a sentence that 
occurs in Cerulli (1936: 289 l. 15), one and a half printed pages before the end of 
KF1. Yet this was done on purpose, as shown by the explicit written in red ink: 
'Allähumma salli wa sallim calâ sayyidinä / Muhammad wacalâ 'äl Muhammad. 
Tammat, wabihamdihi / cammat. Alhamdu liLlähi Rabbi alcälamm “God, bless and 
bring peace upon our lord Mohammed and on Mohammed's family. It ended, and 
with His praise it was included. Praise be to God, the Lord of the worlds!”

O = CE 327, in the Vatican Library in Rome. It is a collection of various texts written 
on different kinds of paper. Some of them were probably copied for Cerulli himself, 
like two shorter versions of sheikh cAbdalmälik's Canzone dei Quattro Califfi and 
of his Madh Habîb, cf. Wagner (1983: 53 ff.; 1997: 22 ff., 34 ff.) and Banti (2005: 
75 ff.; 2010: 156 ff.). It also includes 10 folios of an incomplete witness of the KF, 
numbered consecutively on both sides of each folio in Eastern Arabic numbers from 
18 to 37. Folio 1r (= p. 18) of this part begins a few lines after the beginning of 
KF2, with a sentence that occurs in Cerulli's edition on p. 291 l. 12. Folio 10v 
(= p. 37) ends in the middle of KF3 with a sentence that occurs in Cerulli's edition 
on p. 299 l. 23. The junction between KF2 and KF3 is on f. 7r. KF2 ends on l. 9, and 
is followed by the usual 'Allähumma blessing written in slightly larger letters than 
the rest of the leaf, in order to occupy a whole line. The first words of KF3 occur 
on l. 11; they are 5? ^3' 'awwal gir, with velar g represented by g rather than by 
£ or ^. As shown in Banti (2005), this is an orthographic innovation that seems 
to appear during the 19th century, but only rarely occurs in new copies of older texts, 
which generally preserve their original orthographic features.

P = DWL 4, in the Drewes-Stroomer library in Leiden. The signature has been assigned 
by the IslHornAfr project. Leather-bound multi-text book with several qasidas in 
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Arabic and Harari. On ff. 61v - 98r there is a complete witness of the KF written 
on relatively small leaves of ca. 12*8  cm, each side containing only 11 lines of writ- 
ing. KF1: f. 61v l. 3 - f. 74v l. 7. KF2: f. 74v l. 8 - f. 84r l. 9. KF3: f. 84r l. 10 - f. 
98r l. 9. No ascriptions at the junction between KF1 and KF2, nor between KF2 and 
KF3. After the final words of KF3 there is a decorated colophon written in red and 
black ink with: 'Allähumma salli wasallim / cala sayyidinä Muhammad wacala 'äl 
Muhammad. Tammat alKitäb (sic!) alfaräyid / bikaläm alHabas. 'Ahragahu bin 
cAbd Alläh bin cUmar / bin Gibril al'Awsäm alSähiti, radiya / Allähu canhu “God, 
bless and bring peace upon our lord Mohammed and on Mohammed's family. The 
Kitäb alfaräyid in the language of the Abyssinians ended. It has been made by the 
son of cAbd Alläh bin cUmar bin Gibril al'Awsäm alSähiti, may God be pleased 
with him!”

Q = DWL 12, in the Drewes-Stroomer library in Leiden. Also this signature has been as- 
signed by the IslHornAfr project. A relatively recent manuscript, according to Drewes 
(personal email dated 10 June, 2001) “it consists of 9 pages taken from an old school 
notebook; the paper is somewhat brittle and has turned brown, but the light blue lines 
are still visible. The handwriting is a large and clear naskhi. It is difficult to date the 
manuscript, but at a rough guess I should say around 1900, perhaps a little later.” 
Probably one or more leaves are missing from the beginning, because f. 1r begins 
in the middle of a paragraph. However, each side of the nine leaves is numbered con- 
secutively on the top in Western Arabic numbers alternating with Eastern Arabic 
numbers: 1, 2, 3, 4, °, 6, 7, A, \ *̂,  ^, ^, ^°, ^Y, On the other
hand, it seems complete at its end, because f. 9v is almost entirely taken by a long 
colophon of 10 lines of blessings and invocations written in red and black ink. They 
begin with 'Allähumma ... fi aldunyä hasanatan / wafi al'ähira hasanatan waqinä 
cadäb alnär “God, grant us good in this world and good in the hereafter, and save 
us from the chastisement of the fire” (Qur'an: 2, 201), and end with an inverted 
triangle surrounded by stars that frame the words yä 'arhama alrähimin / 'amin 'amin 
/ 'amin “oh most merciful of the merciful ones! amen, amen amen.” This manuscript 
was brought to the attention of the present writer by Drewes, because it is the only 
known recension of the KF that appears to be a deliberately abridged selection of 
different parts of KF1 and KF2. Indeed, Drewes himself checked his manuscript with 
the KF in Roman transliteration of Cerulli (1936):

[KF1:] f. 1r l. 1 (= p. 306 l. 28) - f. 2v l. 4 (= p. 307 l. 20);
[KF1:] f. 2v l. 5 (= p. 307 l. 23) - f. 6v l. 9 (= p. 309 l. 19 = end of KF1); 
[KF11:] f. 6v l. 10 (= p. 304 l. 24) - f. 7v l. 2 (= p. 305 l. 9); 1
[KF11:] f. 7v l. 2 (= p. 305 l. 11) - f. 9r l. 7 (= p. 306 l. 6);
[KF21:] f. 9r l. 7 (= p. 313 l. 28) - f. 9v l. 2 (= p. 313 l. 31).

Between some of these five selected sections there is the word fasl written in red 
ink. It is also the only known witness of the KF where not only g has been intro- 
duced, but also several other new letters, such as with three dots under it for ejec- 
tive c, for some occurrences of non-ejective c, for some occurrences of velar 
g, ù with three dots under it for palatal n.

X = IslHornAfr ASH 191, in the library of Abdalla Sharif in Harar, with two signatures: 
004 1-4, and Bureau of Culture J-IV-38. Bound in leather by Abdalla Sharif himself. 
Includes 26 folios, cm. 15,8*12,5.  Incomplete copy with at least one folio lost at 
the beginning of KF1. Continuous numeration in Western Arabic numbers on both 
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sides of each folio, but f. 1v begins with number 4. Fani (2018: 92 f.) discusses the 
boundaries of the three parts of the KF in this witness. Also here there are several 
instances of gir “when” spelt as rather than as » . As mentioned above, it is 
an orthographic feature discussed by Banti (2005: 91), who regards it as occurring 
in some older manuscripts, but inconsistently. KF1: f. 1r l. 1 - f. 7v l. 12. KF2: f. 7v 
l. 14 - f. 18r l. 9. KF3: f. 18r l. 10 - f. 26r l. 10. At the end of KF3 there is a colophon 
with the ascription to cAbd Allah bin cUmar bin Gibrayil al’Awsâm alSahatî. As can 
be seen on Fig. 2, on the left side between lines 9 and 10, under the cayn and the 
final ta'of çAÈ kocotin “they are two,” there is a small sign that looks like the digit 
i “4.” This has been read by some as a date, to be read as 1004 H. (= 1595-1596 
CE). This reading seems however to be unwarranted: the two horizontal lines on 
its left are the tanwïn of the kasra that represents the Old Harari copular clitic -in, 
and there does not appear to be anything in the colophon that can be read as “1000.”

Y = IslHornAfr ASH 151, in the library of Abdalla Sharif in Harar with the signature 
208 1-5. Bound in leather by Abdalla Sharif himself. It includes 24 folios, 
cm. 22,30*17,00.  Undated complete copy with final ascription to cAbd Allah bin 
cUmar bin Gibrayil al’Awsam alSahatî. At the beginning and at the end of the volume 
there are a few folios in a different handwriting that may have different origins, but 
on the verso side of the last folio of KF3 there is the beginning of another text written 
by the same hand as the KF, with the title Bab 'asma' al'awlad. KF1 f. 3r l.3 - 
f. 7v l. 3; KF2 f. 7v l. 5 - f. 13r l. 7; KF3 f. 13r l. 8 - f. 19r l. 4. 1

Z = IslHornAfr ASH 118, in the library of Abdalla Sharif in Harar with the signature 
060 5-13-5, and Bureau of Culture J-IV-81. Old multi-text manuscript bound in 
leather, with each leaf encased in a plastic cover. It includes 96 folios, numbered 
on both sides from 1 to 192. The KF is on ff. 83v-94v. Also here there are several 
instances of velar g spelt as rather than as £. On f. 74v, a hand that appears to 
be the same as the hand that copied this witness of the KF wrote: wa'anfaqa alfarag 
min nisahatihi yawm algumc waqt alcasr, fi sahr ragab bacda ma madâ sabc / 
wacasrün yawman fï sanat mi'a itnâ casar, wama bacda al'alf min alhigra alnaba- 
wiyya “and he spent the rest from copying it on the day of Friday, in the afternoon, 
in the month of Rajab after 27 days had passed in the year 112 after the thousand 
from the Prophet's Hijra” (= 7 January 1701 CE). This is obviously a terminus post 
quem, but since the hand appears to be the same that copied the KF, is seems safe 
to assume that this witness is from the first decades of the 18th century. KF1: f. 83v 
l. 3 - f. 87r l. 15. KF2: f. 87v l. 1 - f. 91v l. 4. KF3: f. 91v l. 5 - f. 94v l. 16.1

There are thus 21 known witnesses of the Old Harari KF, of which nine are complete 
witnesses, as shown in Table 1. It has been mentioned above that Wagner (1989) compared 
his two witnesses with Cerulli's diplomatic edition, which had been published more than 
fifty years before. He noticed that there was a considerable number of orthographic vari
ants, but also pointed out that his A and B made it possible to correct (verbessern) auch 
regelrechte Fehler in C “even actual mistakes in C.” As shown above, there are eighteen 
other witnesses that can now be used for scholarly work. It is thus high time for studying 
them, in order to improve Cerulli's edition of the KF, and to arrive at a better understand- 
ing of this extraordinary work from Harar. Its oldest witness, E, of which unfortunately 
only the last two pages are accessible to the present author, shows that it already existed 
in the second half of the 17th century. As seen above, Z is probably just a few decades
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Fig. 2 - Leaf 26r of X, with the colophon and the attribution to cAbd Alläh bin cUmar bin Gibräyil 
al’Awsäm alSähati written around the decorated inverted pyramid. Photo Author.
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TABLE 1
Witnesses of the Kitäb alfaräyid

Witnesses
Complete KF A, C, D, J, L, M (?), P, Y, Z
Complete KF1 A, B, C, D, H, I, J, L, M, P, Y, Z
Incomplete KF3 F1, F2, K, N, Q, X
Complete KF2 A, B, C, D, F1, F2, I, J, K, L, M (?), P, X, Y, Z
Incomplete KF2 O, Q
Complete KF3 A, C, D, I, J, K, L, M (?), P, Y, Z
Incomplete KF3 B, E (?), F1, F2, O, X, G

younger, and there is another dated witnesses from the 18th century, i.e., G where 1175 H. 
(= 1762 CE.) is a terminus ante quem.17 Ten years ago the present writer (Banti 2010: 
154) wrote about Z:

17 As mentioned above, also A occurs in a manuscript where a date occurs, but Wagner suggested that 
there the date Dü al-Qacda 1180 H. is not when the copyist finished transcribing the text, but when its author 
finished composing one of the texts that precede the KF in this manuscript.

The above copy of the KalF cannot be taken as the beginning of the tradition of writing 
in Harari, because (a.) it shows an already well established and consistent orthography, 
and (b.) because philological considerations show that it is not the archetype of all the 
different recensions of the KalF. It is thus reasonable to accept Cerulli's suggestion, 
that the KalF has been written during the XVII century or even earlier (Cerulli, 1936, 
p. 439). Since its linguistic and orthographical features show the KalF to be one of the 
oldest Harari Ajami texts, one possible date for the beginning of the Harari Ajami tradi
tion can thus be the second half of the XVI century or the first decades of the XVII, 
i.e., the time of emir Nur ibn Mugähid or the subsequent decades.

When the present writer wrote the above lines, he believed Z to be the oldest dated 
witness of the KF, because E had not yet reemerged from his archive, but the same points 
are also appropriate for this older witness, and his conclusion can still be upheld. This 
is quite close to what Cerulli (19683: 130 f.) thought, when he wrote that it had been 
composed within the framework of the controversies between Christians and Moslems 
of the 16th century. Ricci (1969: 906) writing about the KF and other Old Harari texts 
such as the Canzone dei Quattro Califfi preferred a more general statement:

In realtà, nulla sembra potersi dire sull'epoca di queste opere, salvo che esse risalgano 
al passato, magari piuttosto lontano.

The issue of the date of the KF has been taken up recently also by Emran Waber in 
his English translation of Cerulli's edition, together with a brief note about two of its 
authors, see Faqih (2003: 41-42). All the witnesses with colophons or ascriptions that 
mention the language of the KF call it kaläm alHabas “the language of the Abyssinians,” 
with the only exception of D where three of the four occurrences of alHabas have been 
erased and overwritten with Harar. Cerulli (1936: 439) suggested:
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Non mi pare si debba a priori escludere che la lingua del K. al-farä'id possa rappre
sentarci non lo harari parlato, come è oggi, nella sola capitale dell'Emirato ma il lin
guaggio quale era parlato, con differenze dialettali, sul territorio più vasto.

It is commonly assumed, indeed, that present-day Harari and Eastern Gurage lan- 
guages such as Silte are remnants of a more widely spoken group of southern Ethiosemitic 
languages which were overrun by the spread of Oromo in eastern Ethiopia. It appears, 
however, that the Old Harari language of the KF and of the oldest Harari written literature 
is closer to modern Harari than to any Eastern Gurage language.

Unsolved puzzles are the occurrences of kaläm alcArab in the colophons of L and Z, 
and of kaläm al<Wzy> in J. Wagner's suggestion that there was an earlier Arabic version 
of at least one of the three KFs is certainly a possibility. However, the present author 
(Banti 2010: 173) has pointed out that the above mentioned complex numerical saying 
that closes KF1 displays intricate patterns of alliteration that remind features of local lit- 
erary traditions in languages such as Somali and Oromo. Such elaborate patterns are less 
likely to occur in a translation from Arabic, but point towards a local composition of such 
numerical sayings, in a multilingual and multicultural milieu.

APPENDIX I

A brief remark about what one can find by comparing different witnesses of the 
KF. One and a half folio after the beginning of KF2 in C, there is a sort of Creed formed 
by three long Arabic sentences, which all begin with 'ämantu bi- “I believe in ..” 
This is followed by a long section in Old Harari that explains the different parts of 
this Creed. The subsection that tells about the Loh “Tablet” where the fate of everyone 
has been written with the Qalam “Pen” before his birth begins on f. 9r l. 2 with the 
following words ijj j . These are incorrectly transcribed in Cerulli
(1936: 293 l. 2) as êùLiiJiU. , with a fatha instead of a kasra as the final
vowel of the first word, an additional kasra under the mîm but without the sadda, and 
with a sukün above the läm of the fourth word. It is transliterated as gäfa haddilinatzo 
gaddamilnat-zo (p. 311 l. 13), and (mis-)translated as “. servo (di Dio), la di lui giustizia 
e la di lui ingiustizia.” Wagner (1989: 395) discusses these words on the basis of the 
corresponding subsections in his witnesses A and B, which have:

A (f. 9r l. 10): 'JJ> ijj iùbâ. ;
B (f. 10v l. 13 f.) .

He points out that the second and third words derive from Arabic gadd “good fortune,” 
have the Harari suffix -nat that forms abstract nouns, and must mean something like 
“seine Glücklichkeit und seine Unglücklichkeit,” “his having good fortune and his mis- 
fortune.” This makes sense, and consequently he points out that C has a clear mistake 
here, i.e., it lost the dot beneath the gîm of the second word, where one must restore 
gaddilinat. If two other old witnesses are looked at, one finds:

D (f. 5r l. 18): ,
Z (f. 88v l. 7): - Ji cùj -U-i— ->- — -—-■^t -—-t—. .
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Orthographic variation between za' and dal, spelling -nat as a suffix or as a sep
arate word, the optional omission of sadda, and a few other features are normal in 
Old Harari texts, and will not be addressed here. Instead, the following remarks have 
to be made:

(i.) The five witnesses have gafi “slave” rather than gafa, which is the form this word 
has in modern Harari, as shown by Leslau (1963: 69b). Final -i is confirmed by Wagner 
(1983: 286), who spells gafi with short -a- when he transliterates, but always has 
with alif in his transcriptions. Cerulli was probably misled by his informant in changing 
final kasra into fatha. The word lacks obvious cognates outside Harari. Littmann (1921: 
107) and Cerulli (1936: 248) suggested that it could derive from the ethnic name of the 
Gafat, but Leslau (1963: 69b) disagrees “since the name of the population is ‘Gafat', not 
‘Gafa'.”

(ii.) Wagner (1989: 395) analyses the words that follow gafi as having the Harari 3SG. 
M. possessive zö that has here gafi as its antecedent, the above mentioned Harari suffix 
-nat, the Harari postposition -le “for,” “to,” and the Harari preposition imal “without,” 
even though here it occurs after and not before the word it refers to, and lacks its initial 
i-. He thus restores gaddi-le-nat-zo gaddi-mal-nat-zo, which according to him would 
mean literally “sein für das Glück (prädestinierter) Zustand und sein Zustand ohne 
Glück.” Indeed, gaddi is an expected form if the first part of these two words derived 
directly from Arabic gadd: Arabic monosyllables ending in a geminate or a consonant 
cluster either add a final -i or lose the final consonant when they are borrowed into 
Harari, like hatmi “seal” or azni “permission” from Arabic hatm and 'idn, and kiz 
“lie” from Arabic kidb. Yet the five witnesses almost always have fatha rather than 
kasra: 8 with fatha out of 10 occurrences, one with kasra, one with no vowel marking. 
And Wagner didn't consider that Leslau (1963: 69a) reports gaddali “generous” for 
Harari. This is an cAfar word: gaddali “homme riche,” and its opposite is gaddamali 
“homme pauvre, qui n'obtient rien” (Morin 2012: 416b, 417a) from gadda “richesse, 
fortune, chance,” which is itself likely to derive from Arabic gadd with a suffix -a that 
is unclear to the present author.18 Yet here the suffixes are cAfar -li “having” (< -le, 
preserved in the cAfar feminine forms, in Saho and in Northern Somali) and -mali “not 
having” (< ma “not” and -le). The two words are thus borrowed directly from cAfar, 
and Leslau's translation “generous” of gaddali is a plausible semantic development 
of “rich man.”

18 Arabic loanwords ending in geminates or a consonant cluster generally add -i in cAfar, like idni “per
mission” or wakti “time” from 'idn and waqt.

What this implies, is that at the time of the composition of this part of the KF2 Old 
Harari was in close contact with speakers of cAfar, a language that is rarely taken in con- 
sideration when Harari words of Cushitic origin are discussed.

It should also be noticed that gïm represents velar g here, not palatal g as suggested 
by Cerulli and Wagner. This is confirmed by K (f. 7v l. 4), and X (f. 11r l. 1), who spell 

\ cjj with , rather than with £ . In ABDZ, but not in C (nor in K), gaddamalinat 
has been shortened to gaddamalnat, through a rhythmical syncope that avoided the se- 
quence of three open short syllables, or through interference with the Harari preposition 
'imal “without”.
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APPENDIX II

The short initial and final passages from KF1, KF2 and KF3 that have been seen above 
in examples (5.), (6.) and (7.) will be compared here, in order to get a clearer picture of 
the degree of variation between the different witnesses of the KF, and whether there are 
closer similarities between some of them vs. the other ones. Manuscript IES 256, i.e., 
D will be used also here as base manuscript. Its versions of the six passages will be fol- 
lowed by a table of the variants in the other witnesses, and by a second table where these 
variants are compared and grouped together. At the end, a brief comment will try to ident- 
ify some major features.

Words or parts of them that occur above the writing line are marked by curly brackets,
i.e.,  { } here. In most cases they seem to be additions by the copyist or by another reader.

Taskil displays a considerable degree of variation. Some scribes never mark the 
hamza word-initially above or under the 'alif, other ones write it always, still others omit 
it only sometimes. Some witnesses always display the sadda, other ones never. Also the 
sukün only occurs sometimes; and it appears that some scribes never wrote two sukün's 
above two successive letters at the end of a word, whereas other ones did so regularly. 
The three vowel diacritics, i.e., fatha, kasra and damma are not always marked, even 
though witnesses that omit them almost completely are few: G, H, K, and Z. For these 
reasons, the tables with the comparisons between the different witnesses will omit most 
of the taskil diacritics, and look only at the consonant letters. Words with and without 
initial hamza above or under the 'alif will be grouped together, but separated by a ~ mark. 
For instance, in the table of comparisons of the end of the KF1, the two forms 

are grouped together and distinguished from where the d is
assimilated to the following t; the former occur in ABCF1HIKMQXZ, the latter in 
DF2LPY. In order to know how, e.g., and jùJ are actually vocalized in the different
witnesses, one has to look at the table of variants and at the passage in D, immediately 
before the table of variants.

i. The beginning of KF1:
(D f. 1v l. 4)

Sôman yubü'gir, timistin hälyubô’? tacassirän hälyubô’
“When (the month of) fasting comes in, in how many ways does it come in? It comes in 
in ten ways”

1 Jtk 1 I 1 1 1 3^ (A f. lv 1. 2)
J (JlA J J J JlS. 1 QJJjuxaJ J (B f. lr 1.4)
Ij^J J J Ij^jj J qIâ J 1 j^JJ (C f.v 1. 1)

1 3^- 1 1 3^ 1 3^- 1 (JJ* 1**-**  1 1 (H f. lv 1. 2)
1 3^- 1 (3 33^ 1 3èJ 1 3^- 1 03“'^ 1 3^ (J f. 85r 1. 3)
1 3^- J 1 3^ Il 3^ Q fi mi «aî J j^JJ (L f. 54r 1. 2)

jj < < 1 .]»[ 1 J jj 11 J j[ 11 (M (r) p. 66 1. 2)
J <Jts. 1 33*̂  1 ^3^ 1 3^- 1 1 3^ (N f. 33v 1. 2)

^3^ 1 3^- 1 333? 1£3y 1 3^ 1 ç*!**»^  J 3±j (P f. 61V 1. 4)
3êJ 1 3^ J 3t^ 1 3y 1 3^ 1 (Y f. 3r 1. 3)

| 3ù^1 | ^3^? | 3^1 (jj-ui-aj 13^ | | ù-û3* -a (Z f. 83v 1. 3)
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Table of comparisons of the beginning of KF1:

1. ) First occurrence of Jw : ABJMNPZ ; CDHLY ja
2. ) : BCHJLN jr >“■»’' ; DMZ ; PY ; A ùA“1-“.1
3. ) Second occurrence of jjj : ABCNZ ; HLMY jJJ ; D Ajjj ; J jjj ; P
4. ) Jj-xj; ACDJLZùb^; BHMNPY^
5. ) Third occurrence of jü : ABCNZ ; JLY jy ; HM ; D Ajjj ; P

ii. The end of KF1:

'Ahatta nugda yigabci bahu gir, 'idöca 'aböc “min nas?” tiluma titheragahuwa, gammic 
mahlüq 'iw, / 'imal hirgi 'irazqibazah qudra 'ebe, 'atmamtun, Allahu baya
“God said ‘When one guest arrives to your home, wife and husband ask each other's ad- 
vice saying ‘what shall we do?' Worship me for my power with which I feed all creatures 
without asking anybody's advice!”

«dii | j**̂  | 3-®! 1 13*3^ A1 1 1 1 I ^>3*3 1

ÿi
(A f. 7r 1. 14 - f. 7v 1. 1)

J J j)\i| 3^ || 3^33 | 3S^? | ?Sj |
3! 4jói J 3 â a Vil J 1 ^i31j <333^ I 33 1 3*̂3^

(B f. 8r. 11. 6-9)

1 J-ûl J 1 a J (^3^ J jM-J 1 CJjjl J J j-xA'w i J
<ÿb | J 4ll | 1 <ùl jjs 1 jbâjjl J

(Cf. 7r 11. 10-12)

1 3-®' 1 33^*  1 ^3^ 1 3^ S3j Vv I (3-^ 1 333 1^3^' | 
ÿj âill 1 jlÂÀlaî 1 jljùa 1 JU (jjjl

(F1 f. 20v 11. 2-3)

jlLùLJai 1 1353^^ 1 1 1 3^^? (F2f. 35v 11. 1-3)
1 1 1 1 1 ' -*■  1 J*  1 1 £4 1 L“v>*v'

($\ 4JÜI 1 1 Cjjl I ^13^3^)^
(Hf. 7r 11. 13-15)

£$14Ì111 ^1314133) 1 1 1 ^7*̂  1 1 ù-?1 (Iff. 12vl. 11 - 13r 1. 2)
1 jj 1 £ jd <JjjJ 1 J is] 1 jAA 1 j4A 1 lA-j 1 Aiijl J còki

J Üiî
(Jf. 91v 11. 6-8)

5L} 1 {13I} 0^^ 1 £33 1 ^3^^3j'>“v I 33M I 3 | 1
£$l ài! 1 £1^33) 1^3^! {

(Kf. 5vl. 18-fóri. 2)

£ >*•  1 llM I 1 jjl 1 j-A“ 1 cA^ 1 >> J=4 1 Alà.1 (Lf. 10rll.2-4)
11^J^' 1 cJ33^Xj' 1 3*1 1 '3! (3^*̂  1 £^3 1 3^3^ I 1

dìll 1 A
(M p. 76 11. 4 - 6)

33 13^3 1 £3^ 1 cPJ^) 1 3^33 1 3>\1 (P f. 74v 11. 4 - 7)
| '3^^3j>3 | 333 | 3-3jI ^3^31 | 33^ 11j | ■^g‘i 1

£5) aì) i ^3ùâ33) 1 1 3! 33^*  1 £33
(Q f. 6v 11. 6 - 9)

1 3^1 1 1 1 gP3^' [ Lwj3-ü 1 3‘r^’ . 1 3 1 1
£$l âil 1 cjjIjÙs 1 ^IjGâjl 1 4^3^ 1 3-3 1 3 1 £33

(Xf. 7v 11. 10- 12)

1 3^3^ 1 1 3^~33j‘3v I c33?' 1 | 3ìk~v11
cùJjLJal 1 c w jùa

(Y f. 7v 11. 1 - 3)

' j-^ jj-s-Ti 1 ^]j 1 jilj 1 jjjjl I ùìjùl 1 jÄ. 1 ÂJ 1 £-Aù-j 1 JkùJ 1 dlù^l 
(^U 1 jjùJal J CJjljJì I ^Ijbâûjl J 1 J-3 1 IjâjI'S.a J £-*̂|

(Zf. 87r 11. 14-15)
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Table of comparisons of the end of KF1:

1.)
2.)
3. )

4. )

5. )

6. )
7. )

8. )
9. )
10. )

H-)
12.)

13.)

cùJ : ABCF'HIKMQXZ ~ ; DF2LPY oA ~ oJ ;
: ABCDF1F2HIJLMPYZ ■ KQX

ADF'lJMZ J?- ^44 ; H» ^4^4=4; L » jA £44 ; PY>4=4£44
; CF2 j>Y*  ; B _AA A?4 ; X AA ÇA ; K A^_ -A4 ; Q >A4 A4 
(jijji Lijj) ; ADF’HIKLMXZ lhA LijJ ~ jjIjjI IAjùI ~ AA LìjùI ; BC AjjI

• p^p (jijjl ÙÌjjI • J lA^jl ■ Q UiLjj^jjl
IjAAj^A : ACDF2ILMPZ ’AAjA^ ■ H ; BF'JY AAj^A ;
KQ IjASjjäj ; X jA^jA“

: ABCF’F2HIJKLMPQXYZ ; D
j! <jjA> : DF’QX j! ~ jl óAa ; HL 'A JjjA» ; M lj' óA^ ; J j A.

; Y ; CP 'A; B jàjI è*  > AF2I(K)Z IA A^ ; K JA^
AJ : ABCDF'F2HJKLMPQYXZ AJ ~ A> ; I(K) A

ABCDF'F2IJLMPYZ ; H^; KQX<^
f : ACDF2IHLPY f jAjj! ~ AAUJ ; K é'Aâjj! ; X t’W ;
Q ; MZ ; B t'A ójj’ ; F'J è A <jA! ~ 3A’
44! A : ABCDF21HKLMPQXZ 44! A ~ 44' A ; Y 4AA ; F'J y A ~ y A 
>A : BDF'IJKLPQX AA ~ ; CF2H A'-A ~ jùULl ; y AW ;
AMZ lA-^I
äl : DF2LYZ ai ; ABCF'HIJKMPQX A 4j! ~ A ~ Aül ~ A

iii. The beginning of KF2:
djjllj ^Lj! (JV A j i> IJjIA A ( ijAÏ. »j aAJ y « AA. (D f. 4r l. 25)

Gannatmä yirahubbö, 'im ’isätuh yisaltubö, 'Allähu hädü 'agdirötma, za'Allähu lälu 
'anäh bälöt
“That through which they obtain Paradise and escape the Fire is honouring your God and 
saying “I am (under) God's protection.”

OjlL 1 I dill j 1 ^jJj^kl 1 1 jilk. dill 1 IJjUÏAj 1 I 1 Jiâ.jJ 1 1 (A f. 7v 11. 5 - 6)
i I | | 3^^ 1 ^i 1 (Bf. 8rll. 10- 12)

1 1 (JV 1 j 1 I 1 JûlÀ. dÌll I 1 I I 1 I Lüdlk
O jlb

(Cf. 7rll. 16- 17)

OjL I ^Idi I 1 ^cjIjjüI I ^1 1 IJlkJjj (F1 f. 20vll. 10-11)
dj^lù 1 (J (J'ÿ 1 1 1 ^ùlA. dill 1 I^Sà, (F2 f. 34v 11. 13 - 14)

OjlU 1 r-ldl 1 dÌll^) 1 lj^ (If. 131-11.5-6)
OjIIj 1 ^ul 1 dill^^ 1 OJjAkl 1 IJa^jj (Jf. 91 vii. 14-15)

Ojllj I ^LjI I dilli3 1 ^jJj^â=’l 1 IjjlÀ dÌll | ^1 | IJlkjJ 1 Là <±k (K f. 6r 11. 3 - 4)
O^lld 1 £■!□! I dÌll j 1 ^djjâkl 1 1 j^Lk dÌll 1 1 1 ^ullül 1 ^1 1 1 JikjJ 1 1 "5 (Lf. lOrll. 8-9)

^■tdl 1 dilli 1 ^dJjJlkl 1 cullai I ^1 1 Ijllkjj (Mp. 76 11. 10-11)
CjJÌIj I 1 Jülk. dii! 1 Là CjImjI I 1 Jlk jj 1 Là CTf> (P f. 74v 11. 8-10)

1 ^Ldì 1 dilli j 1 J Ijûtk dìi 1 IJj^ÎmiJ I ^cdlltìl J ^1 J 1 Ló AaS.
Cj j]|J

(Xf. 7vll. 14-15)

^■UÌ 1 dill J 1 1 IJûLk dÌll 1 IjiJ^Iaaij I ^ûLwjI I ^1 1 I Lulk (Y f. 7v 11. 5 - 6)
1 ^tdl 1 (JV 1 4Ìlli 1 ^xijjù^.1 I IjûlA. dilì 1 Ijil^lj 1 ^cjLuiI I ^1 1 1 1 «oii-s

Ojlb
(Z f. 87v 1. 1)
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Table of comparisons of the beginning of KF2:
1. ) ACDF'F2IJLYZL^; BIOCCA; P’-c^
2. ) IjAjd : ABCDF'F2IJKLPXY IjAjj ; Z ; M
3. ) ?i : abdf'f2ijklmxyz ?! ~ e1 ~ è31-1 ?! ~ è31-! ?’ ; c ?! ;

P La <■**  l\ a J

4. ) I«i»l ; ACDF‘F2IJLMPXYZ IjA- ~ hpU <àl ; B <àl ; K '<*i
5. ) (ÀjjJ : ABDF2ILMPYZ (Asj-J ~ A-SJ-A-' ; KX A-ìjAÌ ; C ;

F’J ÇAsj-J ~ ÇAj-A

6. ) diij: ABCDF'F2ILPY^j~^j; MZ^l-Ä; KX dilli
7. ) lW : ACDF'IJKLMPXYZ dV ; B ; F2 d dV
8. ) cui : ABDF'F2IJKLMPXYZ ~ ; C èGÌ

iv. The end of KF2:

Zigaz'i hadiyat harcatin, saqi / sa'an bälöt, wiris be tahattar bälöt, fì sabili Allähi gihäd 
'unôt, gammic mahlüq / le hayri hisôt
“The gifts of Reward are four: saying ‘perform good deeds!,' saying ‘avoid evil!,' striving 
in the path of God, wishing good for all creatures.”

19 Without y or .

cP 1 1 ^Pj' 1 1 1 PP 1 J^-3 1 csA cPjJ 1 3PP 1 1 j (A f. 12v 11. 6-7)
cP^-®1 1 <PP 1 1 P' 1 ^jj^ 1 iPjj 1 ûP11 4-3ûa I * j

i (J
(Bf. 15r 11. 10- 12)

| cP | ‘-JJ^ | J^ 1 c^ Ó-U J 1 ^PP 1 1 J*  1 1 £ j

elijCik I J^ 1 cP Ój^*  1 1 <—■3PP 1 -3^é-?b 1 4Ül|
(Cf. 12r 11. 16-18

J ‘•—ijjjl J $ 7*  J ‘•—jpb J j'^'1 1 cPjJ 1 <"“JP^-? 1 cP**  I .'P J ^’J 
d i jJA J J (Jp^

(F1 f. 25v 11. 5 - 7)

JsjlÀJi 1 1 CjjàÌJI I -A. 1 J±C“ 1 I AjjAü 1 1 OJUjICü (F2 f. 39v 11. 14- 16)
1 (Japl-ô ojjji 1 1 CjJjSàj 1 c uijj 1 opU ji-L (If. 21r 11. 6-8)

{ dpP-p 1 ^Jpp 1 ^PP | (P J j | Qp^J 1 cP^ 1 cPa 1 1 j
c2jj*ÏA  J jaS. J (J

(Jf. 97v 11. 13 - 14)

1 cri I AAl I 1 cri œjj 1 A^ 1 cH 1 3“ 1 A jA | ÂjâA «■ jSj
OjmA I jiA. J J çjp^A J J Cùjjjl J -'P?- J J cP?-^

(Kf. lOr 11. 16- 18)

'—’ AA 1 <«^A 1 <AÀj' 1 | cri dAzi | £. 3AJ (Lf. 16v 11. 3-5)
1 Ai 1 clip 1 U J 1 jA^j 1 C_lbjj 1 ClijlLj 1 jl_ûu 1 Ijâb 1 AjÙA I Mil j 

plâjlÀCù 1 ‘"jj'
(0 f. 7r 11. 7 - 9)

1 (J * (jp-k A 1 dijjp 1 ûlg-a. 1 CpP“ 1 H-3 (P JJ 1 3PP 1 PP 1 ' J^b 1 j 

cbjCA 1
(P f. 84r 11. 7 - 9)

1 j-A1 ^-AJ' 1 JA 1 J 119i>jj 1 éA I cA 1 j*  1 AA 1 ç jSj 
OjAA>*S  J J J (j jl^k A

(Xf. 181-11.6-9)

1 1 dipjî J \ J dipb J pbCj 1 uaïjj 1 dipb 1 jâjj 1 âii j
dij-JS. J (JajIÀJi

(Yf. 13r 11. 5-7)

d^ 1 J 1 1 jAû 1 (jijj 1 cj Jj J jA 1 A j*  1 Ojaa I j
cbj a7A I jbk 1 (P (jjì\<ft 1 ^<Q> 1 clljjjl 1 1 4Ül|

(Zf. 91v 11. 3-4)
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Table of comparisons of the end of KF2:

1. ) : DF2I ; BKX * ; ACLZ ; F'OY 4jìj ~ 4Jlj ; P 4iìj ; J 4j*J
2. ) : ACDF2LPYZ Qjja ; BF'lJKOX ~
3. ) : ABCDF'F2IJKLXZ ó- ; OP ; Y Ji-
4. ) cA“ : CDILOYZ lM ; A ùM ; BF'JP ■ KX cjjJL ■

F2 OjlùlLu;
5. ) o“jjABCDF’JKLZ c4jj ; P^u^jj; F2IOY ; XtAjj
6. ) ÔAJ44: ACDF'JKLOPXYZ OjJb jliJ ; BF2I^jj^

7. ) : ACDF'F2IJKLPXZ ; BOY
8. ) Ojji ; ABCF'F2IJKLOPXYZ OjhjI ~ ■ D
9. ) J : ACDLZ J ; F1 JKPX d ; B J ; F2IY db^ ■

v. The beginning of KF3:

t sjL-a / La i ji^2i djì i i ùbd-“ u-3 jà '34j' j ùrf j*  djl (D f. 7r 11. 17-18)
AkjSdj l J==sj 4 24 J—3 

'Awwal gir 'islam bë zäradö fardi 'ah müstin? hammistin. 'Awwal gir, sahäda, [sal]20 / 
salät, söman, zakka, yilahazi häd haggi huröt
“First of all, how many are the duties He has established with Islam? They are five. Firstly 
the sahada (‘the testimony'), prayer, fasting, alms giving, going to the Hajj the pilgrimage 
when it is possible for you.”

20 As already seen above, the copyist of this witness wrongly started to write the first two letters of 
“prayer” at the end of l. 17, but didn't erase them when he repeated the full word on line 18.

j j âlÂ-jJ^kL j (Jjî j J ^^LLuI j (Jjl (A f. 12v 11. 9 - 10)
is ójI^ì] 3jl 1 £1 jijlj cj Jjl

j A jek JdÀjlL ójSj ó5La | [omitted
(Bf. 15r 11. 13- 15)

ô2/U-a j ôJ-gki j (JJl j jua^ j 1 C' 1 1 C5^ fJ Ujì (Cff. 12r 1. 19- 12vl. 1)

Ojjkrfn j OdA.£ ?xi j 33' j C h*i<a~\  | C 1à*i<q | | '3Aj 3 | | (JJjl
1 4Aj4L J jijL j SjSj|

(F1 f. 25v 11. 9 - 10)

j (J^Lk^kL j j 0XJjA-a j òlÀj-sa | | 1 | L-J | 33'
L2j3^

(F2 ff. 39v 1. 16 - 40r 1. 2)

j (JùlÀJpl j j j 33' j j CùLwj j 1 j CJ ^3-LJ 1 33'
S^333^

(11. 21r 11. 9- 12)

j 0*̂3***^  1 ^3^*̂  1 1 33' 1 s j ç-thuk j j <—.j ^^-*3  1 33'
0333^ 1 ■^-^■3^b

(J f. 98r 11. 1 - 2)

1 jS 1 (Jjl 1 CXulaä. 1 Ç*h>i<0  | (_p3j3 | I>l3 | CJ ^2/UJ | jS | 3j'
ùjjjù. | | jL^3^4 I 1 &3^31 |

(Kff. lOrl. 19-0vl. 1)

djl jjljji 11' sW [is omitted j> ] d j'
Oj3j^ I | 33A3^b I 3-°3^ |

(L f. 16v 11. 5 - 7)

Sûi$2j 3?“ | 33' | ç'^ixA | jkik-tì | i 0^3^ | s-3 3t> I 33'
0333^ 1 33 j ù-®3* -a 1 ®

(Of. 7r 11. 11-12)

djl cùL^£ L-j £&>l [is omitted » | d j'
0333^ 1 (J3 kokìt j j 33!^ j

(P ff. 84r 1. 10 - 84v 1. 2)
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j g 1 <Jj' 1 1 j j C_1 j
1 <j j. j j o1

(Xf. 18r 11. 10- 12)

djl 1 uA“ è' ,jâ'j [is omitted ja. dji]
j ^k j 1 öj o^tCa j

(Yf. 13r 1. 8-9)

(j<üjj-a j ô jL-o j 11^-11 j (Jjl j (jjMixtk j (jlujjx j j j (Jjjl
djj^p. j ùtkd jkL j CS j|

(Zf. 91vll. 5 -6)

Table of comparisons of the beginning of KF3:

1. ) first occurrence of » dji : ABCDF’F2IJZ » dj' ~ djl ; KX A dj' ~ A djl :
O dji ; LP djl ; Y omitted

2. ) : BF1F2IJOPX AA ~ ?^“l ; ACDLZ ~ ; Y omitted
3. ) ’jJjl j : ACDF1F2IJLOPXZ l>jl j ~ IjJjlj ; BY ijlj ; K IjA j
4. ) jd : ABDF'F2IJKLPXYZ J ~ f ; C c' c» ; O c’ <»
5. ) <A“>“ : ABDZ jUj» ; CLP ùA“>“ ~ lA^j^ ; J ; F2Y A-“ ; F'lXAUa;

|<C Ç*
6. ) : ACDF2YZ ; L ; BF1 JKOP A“1*' * ; IX A~^
7. ) second occurrence of » dji : ABCDF'F2IJLPYZ >?- dji ~ » djl ; KX A J_,l ;

O je- dji
8. ) AA : ADF2ILYZ ; CF'JKOX 'àAA ; p oAA ; ß omitted
9. ) SjU>: ADF’IJKLOPXZLA-; BCF2Y'^
10. ) : ACDIJLOPZ u-Sj ; BF'KXY 3j£j ; F2 SlSj
11. ) ->À : CDJ Ai.jaJj ; F'KX-^JpA; A-AkjjUj; Z-'A^JpA; BF2L d-ilAjaJj ;

I dAiJpl ; OP JûIâ.:îaL • Y
12. ) : BF2IJLOPY ^jLj* ; ACDF'XZ -As^

vi. The end of KF3:

Niyat yatisä harcatin: ’isläm hun5t, cäqil / hun5t, bälig hun5t, niyat ’artäybe niyat üs5t. 
Ziniyat hukmi sistin: / sunna ’artäy, fardi ’artäy, ziniyat ’artäy be sifat z5 us5t. Ziniyat 
/ ’artäy kocotin: miyä, ’ig kaffi kaltidäbala be niyat üs5t
“What makes intention firm is four: being a Muslim, being mentally sane, being an adult, 
performing intention in the place of intention. The provisions of the intention are three: 
a place that is sunna, a place that is duty, acting (according to) its quality in the place of 
intention. The places of intention are two: performing (according to) the intention while 
one joins water and the palm of the hand.”

dl jCijI 1 duj 1 1 Cluj 1 d Jlk 1 djlk djlk Cluj
1 IJj dida j dujj 1 (jljjl I 1 cA I 1 Ç-^L)|

1 cluj 1 dLlluK 1 qjJ*£  1 Ç^-Pj 1 d-ijClJI
Cli^jjj^l

(Aff. 18r 1. 13 - 18vl. 1)

Cu jlk 1 dl jjk 1 (Jäte. dl jlk 1 ^2/0 1 Kc- JÄ 1 Cluj
1 jL 1 JjUuu*  1 duj j 1 dijlljl 1 Cluj 1 [u-ulujl duj without]

1 ÿljjl 1 dûj 1 CijuCjl Ijj 1 cjjIjjI I dujj 1 (5^j'
di jdjl 1 duj 1 uullléSlS 1 £■) 1 jjj*£

(Cf. 17v 11. 16-20)
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(E p. 38 11. 4 - 8)

(G ff. 4rl. 22-4v 1. 3)

(Iff. 29r 1. 12-29vl. 5)

(Jf. 104r 11. 1-5)

(Kf. 15r 11. 6-10)

(Lf.24rll.9- 13)

(M p. 9011. 15 - 18)

(P f. 98r 11. 5 - 9)

(Xf. 26rll. 6- 10)

(Y f. 19r 11. 1 -4)

(Zf. 94v 11. 13 - 16)

1.)
2.)
3.)

4. )
5. )

6.)
7.)

Table of comparisons of the end of KF3:

fîrst occurrence of ^44 : ACDEGILMPYZ <44 ; JKX <4
' “A-1 : DY ' »uLj ; ACEGJKMXZ _>~rA ; I “Aj ; LP --A ~ j) o-A3
-—ufijl Cui : JKMXY ‘-j ijIjj' 44 j ~ s-> (Aj' 44j ; E <^4j' <444 ; DIZ <ry4jl <44 ; 
L <44 ; AP <44 ; G <44j' <44 ; C omitted
third occurrence of <44 : ACDEGILMPYZ <44 ; JKX 44
first occurrence of <4Aj' : ACDEGILXYZ ~ 44J ; JM ;
K As' ; P cùjjji
<44 j in <Aj : ACDILMPY <44j ; E <444 ; Z <44-^ ; G <44 j ; JKX 44 j
AA4 : BCLP ô444* j ; A Z jüui ; IXY ç'uau» ; J ç'i.a'i.â ; M ; DE _4-4— ;
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8.)

9. )
10. )
H-)

12.)
13. )
14. )

15. )
16. )

Ojjj ; AD cffj çs^jî cwj ; MP <-> c5^J Qp j ; D s-1 '-L2 ; JX <->
<jjj • (2 *—yjj ' Z -—A- • g CwjùI euùù • [ ji clw ■ K : L s-y®

; Y </Ljl
Ijj ; ADEGZ 'jj ùLj ; CLMP Ijj ccià^ ; IY *;  JKX Ij-1 
second occurrence of opjl : ACEGILPXY oysj ~ ; DJKMZ
jjljji cwj before : ACDGIJKLM çs^ji ‘-mg ~ cs^j' <-“jj ; EZ ;
Y (/AJ jl <ùj ; P ‘-j c/L1J j ;

ACDGILPZùb^; JKM o«£ ; E ùpjS ■
ù-: ACDEGJKLMPXYZ Lj- ; I^>;

JjLìK : ACGILMYZ ; E ; D ; X ; j
JjIjjÄS; Pó?^
last occurrence of cuù (before opjl ); ACDEGILMPYZ cuû ; JKX 
last occurrence of opjl : ACDEGILMPXYZ oyiji ~ c^Ajl ; JK ~

Discussing in full detail all the instances of variation that have been listed above 
would require a separate paper. Just a few of them will be pointed out here.

First of all, one can observe that D displays minority spellings and forms for several 
items. It was chosen here as base manuscript because it is the only witness with a clear- 
cut separation between KF2 and KF3, and because its general appearance is that of an old 
manuscript. But a future critical edition of the KF should choose a different witness as 
base manuscript, if it is going to adopt this method for editing and displaying the text of 
the KF as it has been transmitted to us.

Several instances of variation are obviously due to scribal errors, such as zädö 
in K at the beginning of KF3 while all the other witnesses have rä' before the däl, from 
the causative verb ärada “put down, establish.” Other instances show that the scribes 
chose either a Harari spelling or an Arabic spelling, both in Arabic loanwords and in 
Harari words, as in Lj “intention” in JKX vs. ccL at the end of the KFy j and SL j

zakäh “alms giving” vs zakka, which is the form this word has in Harari. An
example in a Harari word is si'istin “they are three” in M with with Arabic tä ' 
marbüta at the end of KF3 while all the other witnesses have tä', but spell the Harari 
copular clitic -in as a tanwin of the kasra or as j- -(i)n or Jj- -in. The occurrence of 
käf for g instead of £ , which is the most common spelling in most witnesses of the KF 
tradition, has already been mentioned above. Only O and Q use g and other new letters 
that seem to have been introduced at the end of the 19th century, and were commonly used 
at the end of the 20th century and during the first decde of the 21th in Harari Ajami.

Some instances of morphological variation, such as jl ta-cassirän “in ten” in
ACDJLZ vs. BHMNPY ta-cassir at the beginning of KF1, or of lexical variation
such as zi-gaz'i “of Reward” with different spellings in ABCDF2IKLXZ vs. za'Allähu 
in F1JOPY at the end of KF2 are attested in several witnesses, and are thus cases of split 
tradition. But they do not overlap in a clear way, and require a careful evaluation. One 
should notice, however, that modern Harari has assir “ten,” and that here cayn at the be- 
ginning of the two variants is etymological.

Finally, as far as vowels are concerned, it has already been pointed out above that 
the matres lectionis are used inconsistently. A further example is the occurrence of both 

'ûnôt and ü_jji 'unôt for the infinitive of the verb 'äna ‘make, do.” Variants in the 
spelling of short vowels, however, may actually reflect different pronounciations as, at 
the end of KFy ABCJL jj waris vs. DF1F2IOPXY jj wiris “evil,” a word that is 
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rarely used in contemporary Harari. See also what has been pointed out in Appendix I 
about the role offatha in identifying two cAfar loanwords gaddali “rich man” and gad- 
damali “poor man” in the KF.
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